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2918 Jenny Drive, Sugar Land, TX 77479-1613. Sep 21 1993 ..

Dear Peter,

As you can see, we too have moved ...You were obviously much more organized
than I was, it has taken me until now to get down to writing letters. I
have a great stack waiting, and truthfully I really do not feel in the
mood eljen no,'J!

My computer was in the repair shop for a week as well, and this did put a
hiccup into the flow of things .. However, whilst going to pick up the
compute," l..'Jehad to ?lm..9.$..t. pass our large genealogical 1ib'(a'ry in do,.,mtol,\ln
Houston, so we popped in "for half an hour' which turned out to be for two
hours! As there were two of us that meant four hours spent on almost
negative research.
I did find the following, I expect that you have some of them, because I
believe they are on the 1GI, I am including them in case there is 'that
little extra' that you may have missed. Incidentally I was really looking
for the BIGGS family in or around Ruislip/Uxbridge. Middlesex!

29 Dee 1634. David WHITLOCK to Anna BIGGE, [w]
Nov 1636. Jos BALDWIN to Hannah WHITLOCKE.

H.?.r ..?Ji.: ..?J.q ..~ f'1..!qqy., M.?LLi.:?9.?,.

26 Oct 1772 Mark WHITLOCK of Ealing to Elizabeth LIVING.

21 Oct 1807 Susannah WHITLOCK of Hampton to Saml HIPPERSON by Lie.

Oh I forgot to mention that the reason we have moved is because my leg was
not getting any better and so we decided we needed a house without stairs.
This new house is so much larger with so much more work, it does seem
silly to have undertaken it at our age, on the other hand the
improvement to my physical well being in just over a month is noticable,
so perhaps we did do the right thing after all.

I believe I have finally found a lead to my great grandparents, I have
been searching for them for so many years I was getting quite dispirited,
however I have been plugging away and MAY have found the birth of my gt
grandmother, now I have to try to tackle my gt grandfather. I sometimes
smile when 1 think that I have managed to get back to the early 1500's
with my husband's line of METHERELL and cannot get earlier than 1885
with my own line of MERRY. Yes 1 do belong to the MERRY one name society
and I put the queries about as well, but no one seems to know about my
poor old labouring gt grandaddy ....1 know the) never seemed to stay in one
place for long, I do wonder if they were just in front of the bailiffs ...
Unfortunately none of their children were born in a census year so I have
had great difficulty and expense, trying to find them, still without
sucess. 1 guess that's the name of the game, perhaps 1 should buy myself a
deerstalker hat and a meerschaum pipe and find a friend named WATSON!

Now I'm gibbering! All the best to you and 1 do hope you are happy in
your new horne,

Sincorly,

________ . 2-aQ~ _


